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EMBODY BLISS
AWAKEN YOUR FEMININE
BODYTEMPLE
G AY A T R Y M A N D I R
ARILLAS ISLAND OF CORFU

From our deep connection with the magic and beauty of Corfu, we are inviting YOU to join our sisterhood-tribe. Our Body is our Temple, the portal to receive the deep healing power of the earth and the
radiance and inspiration of the universe. Present with our senses & body we bloom into our true feminine
essence.
A healthy rested woman, shining from her core
can change the world!

We will nourish ourselves with:
* Movement Medicine * Sacred Touch * Womb Awakening
* Woman‘s Temple Practices * Nature Rituals
* Devotional Singing * Cacao Ceremony *

* * How can I dare to be open, vulnerable &
tender again?
* * How can I express my full body aliveness &
radiance?
* * How can I stay centred & calm even when
it is stormy?

Participation: 480 EUR|Early Bird before July 15 2020: 410 EUR!
Contact: katrin.kohlbecher@gmx.de or +49 163 315 27 14
Accommodation / Transportation: www.greencorfu.com
or contact Nisha, ayurvedabodysoul@gmail.com or +41 79
611 7384

No matter if you are 17 or 70, you are welcome as you are to join us at your own pace, co-creating a
deep sense of well-being. We will meet in the morning and in the evening for 2 hours each. In between
there is enough time to follow your own sensual flow.

SINK IN

Katrin Kohlbecher Q u a l i f i e d Movement
Medicine Teacher, Movement Therapist & Embodiment Coach. Embodying a deep love for life
she accompanies women into their full blossom, through movement
and creative expression.

Luzia Mara Schucan Conduit for the awakening of feminine Powers, Priestess of the
Moon and Midwife for a
Golden Earth. With compassion and clarity she‘s
serving the planet and
humanity to shift into a
new paradigm.

> movement-medicine.de

> ritualtanz.ch

REJUVENATE

MELT SURRENDER

RELEASE

CLEANS

NOURISH

Nisha AckermannProfessional Nurse,
Ayurveda practitioner,
Holistic Bodywork
Therapist, Women’s
Temple Leader,
Soul Voice Work,
Grandmother.
In service to the Sacred.
> veda-ayurveda.com

AWAKEN

BREATHE– EXPAND BE

